New LED high power moving head with 120W
ST-L901-3W LED high power moving head with 120W /36pcs 3w

Energence1 most advanced product offering yet ...... sure to set the
new standard for high power moving yoke wash luminaries!
Smaller…
The most compact moving head wash fixture can be mounted on 14” centers
in any position plus compact truck pack allows 6 units in the same space
2 traditional fixtures would take.

Lighter…
TOP Edison lights to producing the light have pure RED, pure Green, and
pure Blue, also get your eye in colorful shine light!!! My in good design
and legerity weight plastics with the fixture weighed in 7.0kg gives an
output lumen to physical weight ratio that is UNMATCHED. Less weight in
the truck and rig is always better.

Faster…
State of the art stepper motor control and compact moving mass for quick
and accurate movements moving 540 degree tiny adjust Perpendicular and

300 degrees tiny adjust Strobe.LED strobe in no less than 1-20times/second,
and while at the same time offering smooth and fluid movements.

Cooler…
Use the perfect way and the high quality fan to let the moving head light
easier to cool and quieter when the light in working. So with the
Impression, Elation Professional introduces a new LED Moving Head in an
ultimately compact format. Through its flexible installation options the
unit can be installed in various orientations making the Impression
especially suitable for a variety of applications.
Impression offers all the advantages of LED fixtures:

•

High power LED with high bright

•

Fine solution for heat

•

Long Life Operation

•

Fast & Smooth Color Fades

Through the use of the new high performance LED’s, the unit reaches light
output higher than a120W discharge lamp with no less than a 50% power
savings. It comes available as an RGB version with 12 LED’s per color
producing colors through the whole color spectrum and also comes in a White
LED version featuring WHITE. These features make the unit ideal for
professional stage, theatre, television, exhibit and architectural
applications.

